
The only umbrella organization for the

graduates of CHE

ODEC



ODEC Facts

 1 umbrella Organisation includes

 19 Assiciations

 More then 9’600 members

 One office with 4 employees

 3 national Languages + english
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ODEC – CHE Landscape

Around 21,000 CHE students are 

currently studying at the 160 

colleges of higher education, and 

8,000 CHE diplomas are awarded 

annually.

160 colleges of higher education 

offer around 450 programs in 57 

fields. These are distributed in 8 

areas:

Technology

Hotel industry restoration and tourism

Economy

Agriculture and forestry

Health

Social and adult education

Arts, design and design

Transport and trafic

The ODEC represents the CHE 

graduates in Switzerland and 

Europe, working closely with the 

colleges of higher education.



Our services

The appreciation and good image of your CHE 

degree are our mission:

We guarantee that a CHE degree is acknowledged and valued 

in both the economy and the public domain.

 PR-Reports

 HF-Profil

 Positioning work

 Brochure «Saläre»
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Our services

You receive up-to-date, objective and neutral 

information about CHE training:

We offer the most comprehensive platform with all of the 

important information about CHE educational programmes, 

further education and educational institutions.

 Most comprehensive platform for the college of higher 

education level

 Overview Courses CHE and further education
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Our services

Thanks to our network, you’ll get an insight into 

new domains and new job prospects:

We provide opportunities to exchange experiences not just 

within one field of study, but also across sectors.

 Xing / LinkedIn

 Jobpool

 Workshops und Events
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Our services

The national and international recognition of 

your CHE degree increases your mobility:

We ensure the recognition of CHE degrees both at home 

and abroad and document CHE degrees, as well as the 

further training on our CHE register.

 Register CHE

 Professional Bachelor ODEC

 Ing. EurEta / EurEta Professional

 International network
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Our services

We give you a political voice:

We take note of the interests of CHE graduates on a 

political level and stand up for practice-orientated 

education and the permeability of the Swiss education 

system.

 Statements of laws and regulations

 Cooperation in educational development

 Contact with politicians and influencer
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Swiss education System
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